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Abstract

Modern linear scaling electron correlation methods are often much faster than the

necessary reference Hartree-Fock calculations. We report a newly implemented Hartree-

Fock (HF) program that speeds up the most time consuming step, namely the evalu-

ation of the exchange contributions to the Fock matrix. Using localized orbitals and

their sparsity, local density fitting, and atomic orbital domains, we demonstrate that

the calculation of the exchange matrix scales asymptotically linearly with molecular

size. The remaining parts of the HF calculation scale cubically, but become domi-

nant only for very large molecular sizes or with many processing cores. The method

is well parallelized and the speedup scales well with up to about 100 CPU cores on

multiple compute nodes. The effect of the local approximations on the accuracy of

computed HF and local second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (LMP2) ener-

gies is systematically investigated and default values are established for the parameters

that determine the domain sizes. Using these values, calculations for molecules with
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hundreds of atoms in combination with triple-ζ basis sets can be carried out in less

than one hour, using just a few compute nodes. The method can also be used to

speed up density functional (DFT) calculations with hybrid functionals that contain

Hartree-Fock exchange.

1 Introduction

In the last decade the efficient determination of accurate HF orbitals and energies for large

molecules has gained increasing interest, since fast linear scaling electron correlation meth-

ods1–12 now often take less time than the determination of the HF reference function. This is

particularly true for recent methods based on pair natural orbitals (PNOs),13–21 cf. Figure 1.

In the past, a lot of progress has been made in the development of linear scaling HF pro-

grams — most notably being contributions of Ochsenfeld et al.22–24, Schwegler et al.25–29,

Gan et al.30,31, Rudberg et al.32, Scuseria et al.33 and He et al.34. While all of these ap-

proaches have their well justified and intrinsic amenities, it turned out that overall linear

scaling with the molecular size is achieved only for quite large molecular sizes. The advan-

tage of conventional integral-direct methods is that the exact HF result for a given basis

set can be approached to any desired accuracy, depending on screening thresholds. But a

severe problem is that the computational effort scales with the fourth power of the num-

ber of basis functions per atom. The computation time and the onset of linear scaling are

therefore strongly dependent on the size of the basis set, and for molecules containing a few

hundred atoms such calculations are still much more expensive than for example subsequent

PNO-LMP2 calculations.18,19,21 Many other approximate and low-order scaling approaches

to calculate 2-electron integrals and/or the Fock matrix exist.35–45 In contrast to standard

integral-direct approaches some of these introduce additional approximations which slightly

affect the energy and the optimized orbitals. For example, this is the case for the density
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fitting (DF) approximation used in the current work. Since the correlation energy depends

quite sensitively on the accuracy of the HF orbitals, and it is important to investigate how

approximations in the HF calculation affect the overall accuracy of the results.

Our aim is to develop a fast Hartree-Fock program that can be applied to molecules with a

few hundred atoms and large basis sets (up to about 10000 basis functions). This certainly

covers most chemically interesting applications of DFT and accurate electron correlation

methods. Low-order scaling is desirable for the expensive evaluation of the exchange part of

the Fock matrix, while for these target molecular sizes other parts of the calculation, such

as calculation of the Coulomb matrix and transformation and diagonalization of the Fock

matrix, are still so fast that the conventional approaches, which scale cubically with the

number of basis functions and molecular size, are sufficient.

Modern local electron correlation methods use local density fitting46 (LDF) techniques to

evaluate and transform the two-electron integrals. Density fitting (DF) is also well established

in HF and DFT methods47–55 and typically speeds up the integral calculations by at least one

order of magnitude, in particular for larger basis sets. One of the important advantages of

DF is that the computational effort scales only cubically with the number of basis functions

per atom. The errors introduced by density fitting are usually negligible, in particular for

relative energies.

In the current paper we aim at speeding up DF-HF calculations using improved and well

parallelized LDF techniques, which we recently developed and applied in explicitly correlated

local MP2 and coupled-cluster methods.18–21 A DF-HF method based on LDF approxima-

tions was already developed in our group a decade ago,56 and recently similar ideas have also

been used by Mej́ıa-Rodŕıguez et al..57 However, the latter method was not parallelized, and

the effect of the approximations on subsequent correlation calculations was not investigated.

Our previous program56 was moderately parallelized, but for large molecules heavily I/O

bound, since the half-transformed 3-index integrals were stored on disk. Furthermore, it
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turned out that the correlation energies obtained in subsequent LMP2 or LCCSD calcula-

tions were quite sensitive to the accuracy of the optimized HF orbitals. The method yielded

HF energies which differed from those obtained without local approximations in the exchange

part by only a few µEh, but the errors in correlation energies were sometimes significantly

larger.

Figure 1: Total elapsed times of conventional DF-HF calculations without local approxima-
tions (blue), the new LDF-HF method (red), and PNO-LMP2 (black) calculations for the
molecules shown in Table 2 as well as an alanine helix and a glycine chain using 20 CPU
cores in one compute node with two Intelr Xeonr E5-2690, 2.8 GHz processors. The aug-
cc-pVDZ basis set was used for the α-Cyclodextrin calculation. All other calculations were
performed using the cc-pVTZ basis set. The indicated Abelian point group symmetries were
used in the DF-HF and LDF-HF calculations as described in the text, while the PNO-LMP2
calculations used symmetry as described elsewhere.19 The orbitals and the Fock matrix used
in the PNO-LMP2 were transformed from the symmetry adapted basis to the unsymmetrized
one.
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In our new LDF-HF program we make use of localized intrinsic bond orbitals58 and their

approximate sparsity, local fitting domains, as well as atomic orbital (AO) domains to obtain
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near linear scaling in the evaluation of the exchange matrix. Furthermore, Abelian point

group symmetry can be used to reduce the computational resources. In order to achieve an

efficient parallelization on systems with several compute nodes, all intermediate quantities

are stored in distributed memory using the Global Arrays (GA) toolkit,59,60 and thus disk

I/O is almost entirely avoided.

In Section 2 we will introduce the local approximations and describe the technical details of

our parallel implementation. We will restrict the discussion to closed-shell systems, but it is

straightforward to generalize the method to spin-restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF)

or spin-unrestricted HF (UHF). In the ROHF case the closed-shell and open-shell orbitals

have then to be localized separately, while in the UHF case the α-spin and β-spin orbitals

are localized independently. In Section 3 we will present benchmarks for the accuracy and

efficiency of the method, and establish robust default values for the various parameters that

determine the local approximations.

2 Theory

2.1 Exchange integral calculation using local density fitting

In a conventional (closed-shell) HF program the most expensive contribution to the closed-

shell Fock matrix

Fµν =hµν + 2Jµν −Kµν (1)
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is usually the calculation of the exchange matrix Kµν in the AO basis according to

Kµν =
∑

ρσ

Dρσ

∫
χµ(r1)χρ(r1)

1

r12
χν(r2)χσ(r2)dr1dr2, (2)

where χµ are basis functions and

Dρσ =2
occ∑

i

CρiCσi (3)

is the density matrix, expressed by the MO-coefficients Cµi. Here the index i refers to occu-

pied molecular orbitals (MOs) φi(r) =
∑

µ χµ(r)Cµi. Using the sparsity of the density matrix

and screening techniques linear scaling can be achieved. Nevertheless, for large molecules and

basis sets the computation of the two-electron integrals in each iteration is very expensive.

In the LDF approximation the exchange matrix is evaluated as a sum of contributions of

individual MOs, without using the density matrix. Instead of the sparsity of the density

matrix the sparsity of the MO coefficients in a localized orbital (LMO) basis can be exploited.

In the current work we use IBOs.58 While other localization procedures61–66 would in principle

also be possible, we use IBOs since this type of orbital localization is fast and very robust. In

particular, the IBOs are insensitive to the size of the basis set and the presence of diffuse basis

functions. Furthermore, the IBO partial atomic charges that are nearly independent of the

basis set and can therefore be conveniently used to define orbital domains. A disadvantage

of IBOs is that for some highly symmetric aromatic systems such as benzene or polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons the LMOs are neither symmetry equivalent nor symmetry adapted.

When domain approximations are introduced, this can lead to artifacts such as small dipole

moments perpendicular to a symmetry plane. The same is true for Pipek-Mezey localization,

but avoided with Boys localization. The disadvantage of the latter is that it breaks σ − π

symmetry and yields ”banana”bonds. We are currently working on a systematic study about

the efficiency and accuracy of various localization schemes in local correlation methods, which
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will be published elsewhere.

All integrals are computed using the adaptive integral core (AIC) interface written by G.

Knizia.67,68 The basic quantities needed are two and 3-index integrals

JAB =

∫
χA(r1)

1

r12
χB(r2)dr1dr2, (4)

(A|µν) =

∫
χA(r1)

1

r12
χµ(r2)χν(r2)dr1dr2, (5)

and the latter are half transformed using the LMO coefficients C as

(A|µi) =
∑

ν∈[i]LMO

(A|µν)Cνi, µ ∈ [i]AO, A ∈ [i]fit. (6)

Here χA(r) are fitting basis functions, and [i]LMO, [i]AO, [i]fit denote orbital-specific subsets

(domains) of basis or fitting functions. The number of functions in each of these domains

(in the following ”the domain sizes”) are asymptotically independent of the molecular size.

The domain construction will be discussed in Section 2.3.

The exchange matrix is then approximated as

Kµν ≈
∑

i

[ ∑

B∈[i]fit

(B|µi)(B|νi), µ, ν ∈ [i]AO

]
. (7)

The integrals (B|µi) are obtained by solving for each orbital i a linear equation system

(A|µi) =
∑

A∈[i]fit

GAB(B|µi), A, B ∈ [i]fit, µ ∈ [i]AO. (8)

The triangular matrices GAB are determined separately for each LMO fitting domain by a

Cholesky decomposition of the Coulomb metric JAB:

[J ]AB = [GG†]AB, A, B ∈ [i]fit. (9)
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The restriction of all summations to domains means that for each individual LMO i the

computational effort is (asymptotically) independent of the molecular size, and thus linear

scaling results by summing over all i.

Since the exchange contribution of each LMO i is restricted to an AO domain [i]AO, it must

be scattered to a matrix in the full AO basis and then added to the final exchange matrix,

cf. eq. (7).

In the asymptotic limit all domain sizes should become independent of the molecular size

and then the algorithm scales linearly. However, as has been demonstrated in Ref. 18, the

LMO-domains reach a constant size only for quite large molecules. The AO domains depend

on the LMO domains (see below), and are even larger and more slowly convergent. For

medium size molecules they will often include all or nearly all basis functions. In Table 1

we have summarized the theoretical asymptotic scalings of the main computational steps

in the exchange matrix calculation (i) without local approximations, (ii) with local fitting

only, and (iii) with all local approximations, i.e. including LMO and AO domains. The most

important savings are due to the local fitting, which reduces the scaling of the fitting and

assembly steps from quartic to quadratic and cubic, respectively. In particular, a quadratic

dependence on the size of the fitting basis is removed. Linear scaling can only be reached

if the AO domains become constant in size. Even though this will often not be the case

in practice, the reduction of the CPU and storage requirements by the local fitting are

significant. The scaling will then be at most cubic (with a low prefactor), as other steps in

the HF calculation. Timings for various examples will be presented in Section 3.
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Table 1: Asymptotic scaling of the three main steps in the exchange matrix calculation
with molecular size N . It is assumed that the number of 3-index integrals (µν|A) scales
asymptotically quadratic.

Step non-local only fitting All
domains domains

Transformation, eq. (6): N3 N2 N
Fitting, eq. (8): N4 N2 N
Assembly, eq. (7): N4 N3 N

2.2 The Coulomb matrix

The Coulomb matrix Jµν is calculated using standard density fitting. First, the 3-index

integrals are contracted with the density matrix

vA =
∑

ρσ

(A|ρσ)Dρσ, (10)

and then the linear equations

vA =
∑

B

GABv̄B, (11)

are solved to yield v̄B, where GAB is obtained by a Cholesky decomposition of the matrix

JAB, similar to eq. (9), but using the whole fitting basis. This decomposition is carried out

only once and reused in each HF iteration. The vector v̄B is finally contracted with 3-index

integrals to yield the Coulomb matrix:

Jµν =
∑

B

v̄B(B|µν). (12)

The integral evaluation and contraction steps are efficiently parallelized, but do not use local

approximations and point-group symmetry. In principle, local density fitting approximations

could also be used for the Coulomb part, but as already pointed out in Ref. 56 this causes

much larger errors in the energy than the local exchange calculation, unless the domains are
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very large. We have therefore not attempted such approximations in the current work.

The Cholesky decomposition matrix JAB scales cubically with molecular size, but this has

to be done only once in the beginning of the HF calculation. All other computational steps

scale (in the asymptotic limit) quadratically with the molecular size.

2.3 Domains

In our current program the basis functions are treated in blocks, and one block contains

all functions at one atom (center). Therefore, all domains are also center-based, i.e., they

always include all basis or fitting functions at a subset of centers. While this block structure

minimizes the logic and is efficient for use in matrix multiplications, the domains may be

larger than absolutely necessary. Further improvements may be possible by using smaller

basis function blocks, as recently implemented for computing the F12 energy contribution in

explicitly correlated LMP2 methods.21

By default, only the starting orbitals which enter the DF-HF calculation are explicitly lo-

calized. In the subsequent iterations the LMOs are obtained by maximizing their overlap

with the initial localized orbitals, as described in Ref. 56. In this case the same fitting, LMO

and AO domains can be used in all iterations. We found that in most cases this is sufficient

and yields excellent performance with fast and stable convergence. However, a disadvantage

of this scheme is that the domains may depend on the initial starting guess, and therefore

slightly different results could be obtained if for example orbitals from a neighboring geom-

etry are used as a starting guess. This problem can be avoided by repeating the localization

and domain selection in subsequent iterations or every n’th iteration. This will be further

investigated in Section 3.

In order to obtain accurate orbitals and energies we use the following strategy:

(i) As proposed in Ref. 56, we recalculate the energy with full fitting domains once the
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HF procedure is converged. It will be shown in Section 3 that this strongly improves the

accuracy of the HF energy without much additional cost (since the full exchange matrix is

not needed);

(ii) We use larger density fitting domains during the iterations than in Ref. 56 to ensure

more accurate Fock-matrices and correlation energies.

The final energy can be computed using 3-index integrals (ij|A), which are obtained in two

transformation steps (µν|A) → (µi|A) → (ij|A). Without any local approximations, the

second-half transformation scales as NAON
2
occNfit. Furthermore, the fitting step [cf. eq. (8)]

scales as N2
occN

2
fit, i.e. with the fourth power of the molecular size. Although the prefactors

of these two steps are small, they might become dominant in very large cases, since all other

computational steps of the LDF-HF calculation scale at most cubically. This problem can

be avoided by exploiting the sparsity of the LMOs, which reduces the asymptotic scaling of

the two steps to O(N2) and O(N3), respectively.

Provided that errors caused by the LMO screening are negligible (which can be controlled by

a cutoff threshold), the energy obtained in this way is an upper bound to the exact DF-HF

energy (as obtained without local approximations). As will be shown in Section 3, the errors

of the final energy (relative to the exact DF-HF energy) are in the sub-µH range, provided

the fitting domains are reasonable large. However, due to the local approximations in the

orbital optimization, the final energy is not exactly stationary with respect to infinitesimal

changes of the orbitals. This might slightly affect orbital energies and other expectation

values (as for example multipole moments), as well as analytical energy gradients. The

latter problem has already been discussed and tested in Ref. 69, and it was found that the

effect on optimized geometries is negligible (even though in that work smaller domains than

in the current work were used). The effect on orbital energies, dipole moments and LMP2

correlation energies will be demonstrated in Section 3.
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2.3.1 Local occupied orbitals and LMO domains

In a first step, we localize the occupied orbitals by transforming them to IBOs.58 Since only

a subset of all AOs have non-negligible contributions to each LMO, we can use this inherent

sparsity as a first condition to reduce the scaling of the transformation in eq. (6). To be more

precise, we set the coefficients Cµi of the basis functions at one atomic center X to zero, if
∑

ν∈X |Cνi|2 ≤ TLMO = 10−6. The remaining non-zero coefficients are readjusted by fitting

the resulting approximate LMOs to the original ones.18,65,70 In this way only a subset of all

centers contributes to the orbital coefficient vector for each LMO i, and we denote these

domains as [i]LMO. The screening and fitting of the the LMO coefficients scales quadratically

with the molecular size and does not take a significant amount of time.

2.3.2 Atomic orbital (AO) domains

Next, the dimension of the atomic orbital index µ in eq. (6) has to be made independent

of the molecular size for each i. This is achieved by screening the 3-index integrals (A|µν),

which decay exponentially with the distance between the basis functions χµ and χν . The

screening is done for blocks of AOs (centers), and determines the range of indices µ which

yield non-negligible integrals with any ν in the LMO domain [i]LMO. To each block of basis

functions a sphere is assigned, and the integrals (A|µν) are skipped if the spheres of the

blocks containing µ and ν do not overlap.

The radius rB assigned to a block of basis functions is the maximum radius rµ assigned to

any basis function in the block. The radius rµ for a basis function depends on its exponent,

and is chosen such that if all contributions of the basis function outside a sphere with radius

rµ are neglected, the norm changes by less than the threshold TB (assuming normalized basis

functions). We use a default value of TB = 10−5. Larger values of this threshold may lead to

significant errors, while smaller values do not improve the accuracy significantly. Therefore,
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this default value was used to calculate exchange contributions during the iterations. For

the accurate recalculation of the final energy without local approximations we used a value

of TB = 10−8 in order to avoid any effect of the screening. However, a threshold of 10−6

should normally be sufficient to obtain microhartree accuracy.

The AO domains [i]AO contain all basis functions ν which survive the screening with µ ∈

[i]LMO. Thus, they depend on the screening threshold TB and indirectly on the LMO thresh-

old TLMO. Asymptotically, the AO domain sizes become independent of the molecular size,

even though they are much larger than the LMO domains. In attempts to reduce the AO

domain sizes, we also tested distance and/or connectivity as well as overlap criteria, i.e. Sµν

with ν ∈ [i]LMO, but found that the AO domain sizes cannot be significantly reduced with-

out affecting the accuracy. Thus, the integral screening appears to be the most natural and

accurate approach, providing good accuracy and efficiency. Moreover, the introduction of

additional thresholds or parameters for the definition of the AO domains is avoided.

2.3.3 Fitting domains

The fitting domains are constructed using well established distance and connectivity crite-

ria:18,21 (i) primary domains for each LMO are defined such that all functions of a center with

an IBO partial charge larger than 0.2 are included, and (ii) these primary domains are then

extended by adding functions located at neighboring centers if the distance between these

centers and the ones in the primary domain is smaller than a particular distance threshold

RDF and is connected with (or less than) IDF bonds. IDF determines the maximum number of

bonds by which a center is separated from any center in the primary domain. Two atoms are

considered to be bonded if their distance is smaller or equal to the sum of their atomic radii

times 1.2. The connectivity criterion has the advantage that it takes into account different

bond lengths, depending on the atoms involved. In addition, the distance criterion makes

sure that centers which are not connected by ≤ IDF bonds but happen to be close anyway
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(e.g. in molecular clusters or at transition states) are included in the domains. Therefore,

both the connectivity criterium IDF and distance criterium RDF have to be fulfilled, and we

used RDF = (2IDF + 1) a0 so that only one of the two parameters has to be chosen.

2.4 Abelian point group symmetry

Given the Fock matrix, no locality or sparsity is used in the HF iterations. This part can

therefore be carried out in a symmetry adapted basis, yielding canonical orbitals, which

transform according to irreducible representations. The vanishing integral rule then leads

to a block-diagonal structure of all matrices. This can save considerable CPU-time, in

particular for the diagonalization. However, the use of localized orbitals prevents us from

using a symmetry adapted basis in the exchange calculation. Furthermore, our current

density fitting program for evaluating the Coulomb matrix does not support symmetry.

For the Fock-matrix evaluation the MO-coefficients and the density matrix are therefore

transformed from the symmetry adapted to the corresponding non-symmetrized basis, and

the final Fock matrix is transformed back into the symmetry-adapted basis. In the exchange

calculation one can exploit that subsets of localized orbitals and basis functions are symmetry

equivalent, and generate from integrals (µi|νi) the symmetry equivalent integrals (ρj|σj) by

mapping the respective basis functions µ, ν onto ρ, σ according to the symmetry operation

that connects symmetry-equivalent orbitals i and j.19 For efficiency reasons this approach

necessitates that all symmetry-equivalent exchange contributions are calculated on the same

CPU core when the program is run in parallel, cf. Section 2.7. Due to the additional logic,

the speedup using this type of symmetry is quite modest, but the amount of memory needed

for the density-fitted exchange integral evaluation can be significantly reduced.
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2.5 Diagonalization of the Fock matrix

In contrast to a conventional HF implementation, we fully diagonalize the Fock matrix only

in the first and last iterations of the HF procedure and use an efficient pseudo-diagonalization

procedure described in a previous publication.56 Similar methods have been developed earlier

for large semi-empirical calculations.71,72

In our approach, the orbital space is partitioned into a primary orbital space containing just

the orbitals within an energy window of ±1Eh above and below the HOMO/LUMO gap, and

a secondary orbital space containing the rest of the orbitals. The Fock matrix is then exactly

diagonalized only in the primary orbital space and approximately (using orbital rotations)

in the secondary space. This makes the CPU time for diagonalization of the Fock matrix

almost negligible during the iterations, whereas full diagonalizations would in large cases

become even more costly than the calculation of the Fock matrix. As an example, the full

diagonalization of the Fock matrix for (Gly)40 using the VTZ basis set (6538 CGTOs) takes

76.8 s, whereas the pseudo-diagonalization takes only 17.1 s. Nevertheless, this procedure

has neither an effect on the final results and nor does it slow down the speed of convergence.

2.6 Starting guess

In order to achieve fast and stable converge, a good starting guess for the orbitals is required.

We use a superposition of atomic densities, constructed from a minimal basis of atomic

orbitals at each atom. If a generally contracted basis set such as cc-pCnZ is employed, the

contracted basis functions spanning the minimal AO basis for each atom can simply be used.

This yields a minimal basis for the molecule in which each MO vector has only a single

coefficient. Otherwise, for segmented basis sets, the minimal basis for each atom is created

by projecting a minimal atomic basis to the current basis. The minimal basis sets are stored

in the basis set library (e.g. for the cc-pVTZ basis). Each molecular orbital in the minimal
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basis then has coefficients only at one atom and one angular momentum type.

From these atomic orbitals we construct atomic densities, assuming certain occupation num-

bers which have been guessed or roughly optimized for each atom and are stored in a library.

Inner-shell core orbitals have always occupation numbers of 2, but valence orbitals have frac-

tional occupation numbers. For example, for the atoms B through Ne the 2s occupation

numbers n2s are assumed to be 1.3 (Be), 1.0 (C), 1.7 (N), 1.8 (O), 1.9 (F), 2.0 (Ne), and

the 2p ones are for each component (Z − 2 − n2s)/3, where Z is the nuclear charge. Thus,

all atoms are assumed to be neutral and spherical. The resulting block-diagonal density

matrix is used to construct a Fock matrix, which is transformed to an orthogonal basis and

diagonalized as usual to obtain the starting orbitals, which are subsequently localized.

Since the initial density matrix is extremely sparse, the Fock matrix can be computed rather

quickly in a standard integral-direct way. However, for large non-symmetric molecules, we

found it even faster to use density fitting, with LDF approximations for exchange. In this

case, the exchange matrix calculation involves the whole minimal basis of (extremely sparse)

orbitals with the appropriate occupation numbers. It was found that the quality of the

starting guess is very insensitive to local fitting approximations, and fitting domains which

only include functions at the center where the corresponding AO is located are sufficient.

Thus, the calculation of the exchange matrix is very fast and the overall total time for the

starting guess is in large cases mainly dominated by the diagonalization time.

In principle, one could compute the starting guess in a smaller basis, but then the starting

orbitals would have to be projected onto the current basis. This requires the inverse overlap

matrix of the smaller basis and the overlap matrix between the two basis sets, and the cost

for the projection largely compensates the savings by computing the Fock matrix in a smaller

basis. We have therefore not used this possibility in this work.
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2.7 Parallelization

The calculation of the three-index integrals in eq. (6) is dynamically parallelized by distribut-

ing blocks of fitting functions over the available processors (compute cores) and using the

GA toolkit.59,60 The GA software provides one-sided access to the global data and is efficient

both within a compute node with shared memory and between different nodes with a fast

network connection. The half transformed integrals (µi|A) are written into a global array.

This operation is non-blocking and does normally not cause a communication problem. In

all calculations presented in this paper, the memory of one compute node (256 GB) was

sufficient to store the integrals (µi|A). For even larger molecules or basis sets two or more

compute nodes may be necessary.

When all integrals have been completed and written, synchronization is necessary. In the

subsequent assembly step [cf. eq. (7)] the orbitals i are dynamically distributed amongst the

available CPU cores. The required integrals for a given orbital i are then recovered from

the GA. This step is communication intensive, but using an Infiniband network we have no

indications of a communication bottleneck. The evaluation of the JAB integrals, and the

solution of eq. (8) and eq. (9) is performed on the fly independently for each i and therefore

does not require any communication. Since the fitting domains of different LMOs i overlap,

the evaluation of the JAB matrices is partially redundant. However, their calculation scales

linearly with molecular size and is so fast that it is not worthwhile to extract the appropriate

domains from the full JAB matrix, which would then have to be kept in memory on each

core. In the end, the final exchange matrix is globally summed over all cores.

An alternative implementation, where the LMOs i are statically distributed on the CPU

cores, turned out to be less efficient than the one just described, because of the repeated

calculation of three-index basis integrals (A|µν) on each core. Since this approach avoids

communication between the cores completely (apart from the final global summation), it

may be a useful option for clusters with a slow communication network.
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All matrix multiplications outside the parallelized Fock matrix evaluation are parallelized by

evaluating blocks of the result matrix on different processors. At the end, each block must be

broadcasted to all other processes. Therefore, the total speed is limited by the communication

bandwidth, even with a fast Infiniband network. However, the overall computation time is

strongly dominated by the Fock matrix evaluation, and therefore we did not find it worthwhile

to develop more advanced parallelization schemes for solving the HF equations.

Apart from the Fock matrix evaluation, the slowest step of a HF iteration is the non-

parallelized diagonalization - unless the pseudo-diagonalization described earlier is used.

Full diagonalizations are still required in the starting guess, as well as in the first and last

iterations. We attempted to speed up these diagonalizations using a multithreaded version of

the Lapack routine dsyevd using all 20 CPU cores on one of the nodes (using the Intel MKL

library). A similar multithreaded approach can also be used for the Cholesky decomposition

(dpotrf) of the matrix JAB, which is needed for the Coulomb fitting. Even though this may

speed up individual diagonalizations or Cholesky decompositions by a factor of 4-6 (using

20 cores), the problem of this multithreaded approach is that all cores of a node have to be

reassigned temporarily to one process. This makes it impossible to pin each process to a

specific core. Without pinning, the remaining calculation is slowed down by a few percent.

Due to this, we found only moderate overall speed-ups in our tests and therefore did not

further follow this idea nor used this approach in any of the benchmarks presented in this

paper.

3 Results

In the following, the determination of thresholds for our Hartree-Fock program will be ex-

emplified using as a test system a linear (Gly)16 polypeptide chain. This system was chosen

since the asymptotic domain sizes are most quickly reached, and the errors caused by domain
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Table 2: Visualization of selected molecular structures used for calculations presented in
Table 3. More information about the structures of the other remaining molecules can be
found in the Supporting Information.

Glabrescol, C30H52O7 (R,R)-Jacobsen’s ligand, C36H54N2O2

α-Cyclodextrin, C36H60O30 Nonactin, C40H64O12
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Figure 2: Visualization of the error (in EH) in the total Hartree-Fock energy of the (Gly)16
molecule as a function of IDF (left panel) and TLMO (right panel). The reference values
are obtained with the canonical DF-HF program in Molpro.68,73 Left panel: The red line
shows the errors if the fitting domain size (IDF) is the same in all iterations. The black line
represents the errors if the LDF-HF energy is recalculated using full fitting domains once the
HF procedure is converged. The blue line shows the errors in the PNO-LMP2 correlation
energy using the Fock matrices from the LDF-HF. These errors are independent of whether
or not the final HF energy is recomputed without local approximations. Triangles indicate if
the calculated energy is above (triangle pointing up) or below (triangle pointing down) the
corresponding reference energy. Right panel: Using the same color coding, the LDF-HF and
PNO-LMP2 correlation energy errors are shown as a function of TLMO.
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Full fitting domains

approximations should become visible already for relatively small molecular sizes. We em-

ploy the correlation consistent cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets74 (in the following denoted

VDZ and VTZ, respectively), as well as the corresponding augmented sets aug-cc-pVDZ

and aug-cc-pVTZ75 (in the following denoted AVDZ and AVTZ, respectively). In all of our

calculations, the cc-pVTZ/JKFIT fitting basis set55 is used. In the starting guess and for

the calculations with VDZ or AVDZ basis, the highest angular momentum functions in the

fitting basis were removed.

Using the established thresholds, we will then demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of our

approach using 3-dimensional molecules with up to several hundred atoms and thousands of

basis functions. Some of the molecules are shown in Table 2, all others can be found in the

Supporting Information. The scaling behavior of our algorithm with respect to the molecular

size will be demonstrated in Section 3.3 using extended glycine chains as well as alanine
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helices. The speedup with the number of cores and compute nodes will be demonstrated in

Section 3.4.

The calculations were run on a compute cluster with QDR Inifiniband communication. Each

node contains two Intelr Xeonr E5-2690, 2.8 GHz processors with in total 20 CPU cores

and 256 GB memory. Unless otherwise noted, all 20 cores were used in each node.

3.1 Thresholds for domains

The calculation of exchange integrals as described in Section 2.1 depends on two parameters:

the threshold TLMO for the LMO sparsity, cf. Section 2.3.1, and the connectivity and distance

criteria IDF and RDF, which determine the size of the local fitting domains, cf. Section 2.3.3.

As mentioned earlier, we use RDF = 2IDF + 1 a0, so that only IDF is taken as an independent

parameter.

We aim to obtain an accuracy of < 10−5Eh for the Hartree-Fock total energy and errors

of < 10−4Eh for PNO-LMP218,19 correlation energies when compared to calculations with

orbitals from the canonical density-fitted Hartree-Fock (DF-HF) implementation. The errors

of relative energies should be even smaller, as will be demonstrated for some reaction energies

in Section 3.2.2. Note that in the PNO-LMP2 calculations the LDF-HF Fock matrix and

orbitals were used. Since the LMP2 equations are solved iteratively, the LDF-HF orbital

energies are not needed in the correlation calculation.

Using a (Gly)16 molecule and the VTZ basis set as test system, we found that the errors

caused by the fitting domains and the LMO sparsity are largely independent from each other.

We thus investigated each of the two approximations separately using an energy convergence

threshold of 10−8 EH. In order to avoid additional errors due to AO domains or integral

screening, the screening threshold was set to TB = 10−10 during the iterations. For the

recalculation of the LDF-HF energy (if applicable), TB = 10−8 was used. Figure 2 visualizes
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the absolute errors in the LDF-HF total and PNO-LMP2 correlation energies using various

fitting and LMO domain sizes determined by IDF (left panel) and the LMO sparsity threshold

TLMO (right panel), respectively.

The accuracy of the LDF-HF energy mainly depends on the fitting domain size, and the

convergence to the DF-HF energy obtained with full domains is very slow. This is shown

with the red line in the left panel of Figure 2. The error can be reduced by localizing the

orbitals and recomputing the Fock matrix with larger domains once the HF procedure is

converged, but the convergence is still slow (see Supporting Information). We found it more

accurate and efficient to recalculate the final HF energy without any local approximations

(black line). As demonstrated by comparison of the red and black lines of the figure, the

accuracy of the final HF energy is then improved by several orders of magnitude. The

calculation of the exchange only requires to compute the fully transformed integrals (ij|A)

and is therefore cheaper than computing the full Fock matrix with very large domains. Note

that this approach does not change the Fock matrix and the orbitals, and therefore the error

in the PNO-LMP2 correlation energy (blue line) only depends on the domains used during

the iterative solution of the HF equations.

The LMO sparsity threshold TLMO also influences the accuracy in LDF-HF total and PNO-

LMP2 correlation energies (same color coding, right panel). However, the dependency of

the LMO sparsity threshold on the accuracy of LDF-HF total and PNO-LMP2 correlation

energies is somewhat less systematic, due to some error compensations. Again, we do not

exploit the sparsity of the LMOs when recomputing the energy after convergence. More

details about the dependency of the energy on the fitting domain size and the LMO sparsity

threshold can be found in the Supporting Information.

According to these results and our current experience with other molecules, using an LMO

sparsity threshold of TLMO = 10−6 and a fitting domain parameter of IDF = 3 are normally

sufficient to obtain PNO-LMP2 correlation energies in accordance with our chosen accuracy
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criterion of 10−4EH. We cannot exclude, however, that larger fitting domains may be needed

in other cases, in particular for highly delocalized electronic structures with low HOMO-

LUMO gaps. This is similar as in all local correlation treatments.

3.2 Performance and accuracy

3.2.1 Absolut energies

Using the thresholds determined in Section 3.1, the performance and accuracy for a set

of molecules is shown in Tables 3 and 5. As can be seen, the determined thresholds are

appropriate for molecules of different size and using different basis sets. For the medium

sized molecules the AO domains are in most cases hardly smaller than the total AO basis set

size. Thus, the AO domains only become effective for the three largest systems, i.e. (Gly)40,

(Ala)29, or (H2O)60. However, the fitting domains are always much smaller than the fitting

basis size, and this has the largest effect on the performance.

The average AO and fitting domain sizes for alanine helices and glycine chains converge to

constant values with increasing molecular size, as shown in Figure 3. While the average

fitting domain sizes (solid red line) converge quite fast and stay relatively small, the average

AO domain sizes (solid blue line) depend much more on the three dimensional structure of

the molecule, and accordingly, these domains converge to a much larger value for the more

space filling alanine helices as they do for the linear glycine chains. For comparison, the

dashed red and blue lines represent the values obtained without local approximations (full

domains).

As shown in Tables 3 and 5, the use of the diffuse AVDZ or AVTZ basis sets has a dramatic

effect on the sparsities and consequently on the performance. The calculations with the

AVTZ basis typically take 4-5 times longer than those with the VTZ basis. This is at least
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Table 3: Domain sizes and timings for LDF-HF calculations using TLMO = 10−6, IDF = 3, and RDF = 7 a0 (see text). The
times are average elapsed times for a single Hartree-Fock iteration, without the starting guess and excluding the first and last
iterations (see Table 5 for the total elapsed times). All calculations were performed using 20 CPU cores in one compute node.

Time per iteration [s]

Basis set size Sparsity [%] Av. domain size LDF-HF DF-HF

Molecule (basis), point group AOs FIT LMOs Screen AO FIT Exch. total total

(S)-BINOL (AVTZ), C2 1334 2158 0.3 0.0 1334.0 1079.0 6.7 8.8 7.9
18-Crown-6 (AVTZ), Ci 1380 2142 1.1 0.0 1380.0 907.0 5.8 7.9 8.1
Glabrescol (VTZ), C2 1838 4483 46.8 40.3 1814.0 1223.7 12.8 17.9 46.3
(R,R)-Jacobsen’s ligand (VTZ), C2 1956 4780 50.4 48.1 1936.2 1121.8 13.1 18.7 53.8
α-Cyclodextrin (AVDZ), C2 2058 6000 7.9 0.7 2058.0 1097.5 38.1 52.6 143.7
(H2O)60 (VTZ),C1 3480 8340 80.5 73.0 2892.0 689.9 33.1 54.7 514.6
(Ala)29 (VTZ),C1 6438 15944 82.6 91.9 2820.8 1156.2 95.0 203.5 4910.1
(Gly)40 (VTZ),C1 6538 16379 90.8 98.3 1327.1 822.7 24.3 118.9 4975.5

Basis set dependence:

Nonactin (VDZ), C2 1048 5112 64.1 70.3 956.2 972.9 4.6 8.0 31.4
Nonactin (AVDZ), C2 1772 5112 10.2 1.4 1772.0 972.9 22.4 31.8 73.9
Nonactin (VTZ), C2 2456 6028 60.9 62.0 2356.5 1139.0 18.9 28.3 129.4
Nonactin (AVTZ), C2 3864 6028 8.2 0.4 3864.0 1139.0 88.6 116.1 284.2

Elaiophylin (VDZ), C1 1448 7064 70.0 79.8 1006.9 1010.9 10.3 17.9 108.0
Elaiophylin (AVDZ), C1 2448 7064 18.6 28.3 2448.0 1010.9 55.7 77.2 253.8
Elaiophylin (VTZ), C1 3392 8328 67.2 75.0 2621.5 1181.8 44.0 67.4 468.1
Elaiophylin (AVTZ), C1 5336 8328 17.1 24.2 5336.0 1181.8 234.9 303.5 1040.0
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Table 4: Errors of Hartree-Fock total and PNO-LMP2 correlation energies, the RMS and MAX errors in the occupied orbital
energies as well as the errors in the dipole moments µ caused by local approximations in the LDF-HF calculation. Recalculating
the energy without any local approximations after the last iteration improves the LDF-HF energy by 3-4 orders of magnitude.
The same parameters as in Table 3 have been used.

Error [mEH]

dELDF−HF Orbital energies

Molecule (basis), point group last iter. recal. energy dEPNO−LMP2
corr RMS MAX dµ [D]

(S)-BINOL (AVTZ), C2 −3.3546 −0.0006 −0.1018 0.047 0.119 0.004065
18-Crown-6 (AVTZ), Ci −0.3683 0.0000 −0.0024 0.006 −0.008 0.000000
Glabrescol (VTZ), C2 −1.1767 −0.0002 −0.0203 0.012 0.047 0.000299
(R,R)-Jacobsen’s ligand (VTZ), C2 −2.7699 −0.0004 −0.0593 0.034 0.195 0.003097
α-Cyclodextrin (AVDZ), C2 −3.4036 0.0000 −0.0523 0.022 0.062 0.000500
(H2O)60 (VTZ),C1 0.5181 −0.0034 −0.0801 0.024 0.117 0.000731
(Ala)29 (VTZ),C1 −7.3291 −0.0009 −0.1267 0.021 0.067 0.002302
(Gly)40 (VTZ),C1 −5.8269 −0.0007 −0.0288 0.014 0.086 0.001505

Basis set dependence:

Nonactin (VDZ), C2 −1.1881 −0.0012 −0.0076 0.015 −0.041 0.000004
Nonactin (AVDZ), C2 −1.7362 0.0000 −0.0284 0.010 0.019 0.000001
Nonactin (VTZ), C2 −1.3865 −0.0003 −0.0212 0.012 0.029 0.000001
Nonactin (AVTZ), C2 −1.5989 −0.0001 −0.0205 0.010 0.021 0.000000

Elaiophylin (VDZ), C1 −4.3737 −0.0017 −0.0556 0.037 −0.131 0.004725
Elaiophylin (AVDZ), C1 −5.3083 −0.0008 −0.0649 0.033 0.218 0.005099
Elaiophylin (VTZ), C1 −4.5013 −0.0008 −0.0556 0.037 −0.118 0.005005
Elaiophylin (AVTZ), C1 −5.0085 −0.0015 −0.0456 0.030 0.168 0.005155
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Table 5: The times are total elapsed times, including the starting guess and in the LDF-HF case the recomputation of the final
energy. All calculations were performed using 20 CPU cores in one compute node.

Elapsed time [s] (Number of iterations)

Molecule (basis), point group LDF-HF DF-HF PNO-LMP2

(S)-BINOL (AVTZ), C2 125.7 (12) 90.9 (10) 73.8
18-Crown-6 (AVTZ), Ci 80.8 (8) 75.6 (8) 52.4
Glabrescol (VTZ), C2 207.7 (9) 433.8 (9) 104.3
(R,R)-Jacobsen’s ligand (VTZ), C2 255.3 (11) 561.0 (10) 105.3
α-Cyclodextrin (AVDZ), C2 651.1 (10) 1336.6 (9) 207.0
(H2O)60 (VTZ),C1 795.3 (10) 4702.6 (9) 137.6
(Ala)29 (VTZ),C1 3882.1 (11) 54204.6 (11) 755.6
(Gly)40 (VTZ),C1 2557.9 (11) 55339.5 (11) 179.5

Basis set dependence:

Nonactin (VDZ), C2 119.7 (11) 329.7 (11) 27.5
Nonactin (AVDZ), C2 417.4 (11) 837.1 (11) 100.4
Nonactin (VTZ), C2 404.6 (11) 1455.2 (11) 130.3
Nonactin (AVTZ), C2 1558.6 (11) 3225.4 (11) 494.4

Elaiophylin (VDZ), C1 249.6 (10) 1224.2 (11) 77.4
Elaiophylin (AVDZ), C1 928.0 (10) 2869.6 (11) 288.3
Elaiophylin (VTZ), C1 881.9 (10) 5239.1 (11) 364.0
Elaiophylin (AVTZ), C1 3713.0 (10) 11797.9 (11) 1470.4
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Figure 3: Visualization of the average AO (blue) and fitting domain sizes (red) without
local approximations (dashed lines) and with local approximations (solid lines) for a series
of alanine helices and glycine chains (left and right respectively). All calculations were
performed using the VTZ basis set.
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partly a consequence of the fact that in our current implementation all basis functions at

one atom are treated as a single block. By using smaller blocks and separating diffuse from

less diffuse basis functions further improvements should be possible, as has already been

discussed in Section 2.1.

Furthermore, by comparing the domains of the largest three systems, i.e. (Gly)40, (Ala)29

and (H2O)60, it is seen that the LMO and AO domains become larger as the system becomes

more 3-dimensional, and the sparsity of the LMOs becomes smaller. Nevertheless, the elapsed

times remain relatively low when compared to standard DF-HF calculations. For example,

the total LDF-HF calculation for (Gly)40 is about 22 times faster than the DF-HF one, and

for the Elaiophylin (VTZ) calculation the speed-up is still a factor of about 6. Some examples

are also shown in Figure 1.

The accuracy of the computed LDF-HF and PNO-LMP2 energies is within the expected error

bounds, compared with the results obtained with a non-local DF-HF program. As expected,

the errors are somewhat larger for molecules which a delocalized electronic structure.

The outlined procedure of localizing the occupied orbitals only in the first iteration and

keeping all domains fixed throughout the iterations works well for all the examples reported

in this paper. However, as already mentioned, a disadvantage of this method is that the

results depend slightly on the choice of the initial guess. This problem can be avoided by

localizing the orbitals and adjusting the domains in each (or each n’th) iteration. However,

the improvements are small (cf. Table 1 of the Supporting Information), and usually not

worth the additional effort. Moreover, the speed of convergence is sometimes slowed down by

repeated localizations. This is particularly the case if the localization and domain selection

is only repeated in each n-th iteration (n > 1), and therefore this is not recommended. We

also tried to use the overlap between the originally localized and the projected local orbitals

as a criterion to repeat the localization, but this lead to similar convergence problems.
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Table 4 also reports the root mean square (RMS) and maximum (MAX) deviations of the

orbital energies and the dipole moments with respect to the values obtained in respective

DF-HF reference calculations. As expected, the errors in orbital energies and dipole moments

are larger than the errors in the recalculated LDF-HF energies. In most cases the maximum

errors of the orbital energies are below 0.5 mH, and those of dipole moments less than 0.005

D. These errors can be further reduced by increasing the fitting domains.

3.2.2 Reaction energies

In order to test the accuracy of relative energies, reaction energies for the systems shown

in Figure 4 were computed. All calculations were performed using the VTZ basis set. For

the gold atom in reaction IV, the ECP60MDF effective core potential76 for the inner 60

electrons, along with the associated cc-pVTZ-PP basis set, was employed. Abelian point

group symmetry was only used in the DF-HF calculations for reaction I.

The PNO-LMP2 calculations were carried out using canonical DF-HF as well as LDF-HF

calculations, and the differences of the reaction energies obtained with the respective orbitals

are presented in Table 6. The total elapsed times correspond to the sum of the elapsed times

of all molecular calculations for each reaction.

It is found that the local approximations only cause negligible errors in the HF reaction

energies, and the absolute errors of the individual energies largely cancel out. To a lesser

extent, this is also true for the PNO-LMP2 correlation contributions to the reaction energies.

Typically, the errors in reaction energies are an order of magnitude smaller than the absolut

errors.
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Figure 4: Selected reactions of large molecules

I. Glycine chain condensation

2 (Gly)
16

(Gly)
32

H O
2

II. Esterification of testosterone9

III. Hydrocyanation77

IV. Gold(I) aminonitrene complex dissociation20,78
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Table 6: Differences ∆E of reaction energies obtained with DF-HF and LDF-HF orbitals for the reactions shown in Figure 4.
Recalculation of the energies without any local approximations significantly improves the reaction energies compared to the
ones obtained in the last iteration. Timings for LDF-HF, DF-HF, and PNO-LMP2 are also given (using 20 cores).

Error [mEH]

∆ELDF−HF Total elapsed time [s]

Reaction last iter. recal. energy ∆EPNO−LMP2
corr LDF-HF DF-HF PNO-LMP2

I −0.0984 0.0001 0.0005 1717.4 28568.9 197.6
II −0.2914 −0.0000 −0.0018 192.4 211.7 144.7
III −1.1906 −0.0002 −0.0058 1061.3 2709.0 620.1
IV 1.0689 −0.0000 0.0181 879.4 1220.2 515.3
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3.3 Scaling with molecular size

Figure 5: DF-HF and LDF-HF elapsed times for (Ala)n (red) and (Gly)n (black) as function
of the chain length n. Left panel: Total elapsed times. Right panel: Average elapsed
times per iteration to calculate the exchange (red) and Coulomb (black) matrices, their sum
(green), and for one complete iteration (blue). Abelian point CS group symmetry is used
in all DF-HF and LDF-HF calculations for the (Gly)n molecules. All calculations used the
VTZ basis set and were performed using 20 CPU cores in one compute node.
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Figure 5 shows the scaling of the elapsed times as a function of the molecular size for the

(Gly)n and (Ala)n polypeptides. Even though these systems may be regarded as rather

unrealistic models, it is still of interest to investigate how the elapsed times scale with

molecular size for such extended systems.

First of all, it is seen in the left panel of Figure 5 that the LDF-HF method scales much

lower than a conventional DF-HF calculation, though of course not linearly. Therefore, the
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Figure 6: Left panel: Average speedups of a single LDF-HF iteration (blue) and of the
exchange (red) and Coulomb (black) contributions for (Gly)20 using the VTZ basis set and
up to 20 CPU cores (one compute node). The initial guess and the first and last iterations
are not included. Right panel: similar results for (Ala)29, using up to 100 CPU cores (20
cores per node). No Abelian point group symmetry was used throughout.
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speed-up becomes larger with increasing chain lengths, and the contribution of the exchange

part to the total time becomes smaller. In the right panels it is demonstrated that the

computation of the exchange matrix exhibits almost perfect linear scaling, while the scaling

exponent of the Coulomb contribution is approximately 2, as expected.

The figure also demonstrates that the calculations for the alanine helices are more expensive

than those for the linear glycine chains. For truly 3-dimensional systems the linear scaling

regime will be much more difficult to reach, and calculations for molecules with similar

numbers of orbitals and basis functions are even more expensive. This is clearly seen in

Tables 3 and 5. However, in practice the scaling is often less important than the absolute

computation times for molecules of medium size (≈ 100 atoms), which are still significantly

reduced by our local approach.

In the largest cases, the Fock matrix evaluation takes more than two thirds of the total

time. The rest is used for localization, diagonalization and various matrix transformations.

All of these steps scale cubically with molecular size. Since these contributions are less well

parallelized they become dominant for very large molecules (due to the scaling) or when

many processing cores are used.

3.4 Parallel scaling behavior

Finally, the speedup with the number of CPU cores is demonstrated in Figure 6 for (Gly)20

with the VTZ basis set. Using a single compute node and up to 20 CPU cores (left panel),

good scaling is observed for the calculation of the Coulomb (blue) and exchange (red) contri-

butions. Also the overall Hartree-Fock procedure (blue) scales reasonably with the number

of cores.

The scaling behavior on several compute nodes with up to 100 cores is demonstrated in the

right panel of Figure 6 for (Ala)29, again using the VTZ basis set. While the exchange and
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Coulomb integral calculations still scale reasonably well, yielding a speedup of 3.1 and 3.3 on

5 nodes respectively, the overall Hartree-Fock program reaches only a speedup of 2.4 using

5 nodes with a total of 100 cores (relative to 1 node with 20 cores). This is due to the fact

that the localization, diagonalization, and the DIIS procedure are not explicitly parallelized;

in these parts only the matrix multiplications are parallel, but their speed is strongly limited

by the communication bandwidth, cf. Section 2.7.

4 Conclusions

We have presented an LDF-HF implementation in which the sparsity of local orbitals as

well as local fitting approximations are exploited to reach linear scaling in the calculation

of the exchange matrix. For large molecules, this leads to speed-ups by typically an order

of magnitude relative to canonical DF-HF calculations. The Fock matrix evaluation is well

parallelized, but the overall parallel speed-up is limited by the remaining parts of the calcu-

lation, which become dominant when many processing cores are used. The method can also

be used in DFT calculations with hybrid functionals.

It has been carefully investigated how the approximations made in the calculation of the

Hartree-Fock orbitals affect subsequent electron correlation treatments. It was found that

rather large domains are necessary to keep the errors of both the Hartree-Fock and correlation

energies reasonably small. Default values for the two parameters that determine the domain

sizes have been established, and with these the errors of PNO-LMP2 total energies are usually

of the order of only 0.1 kJ mol−1.

Despite these improvements, the LDF-HF calculations are still an order of magnitude slower

than subsequent PNO-LMP2 calculations for extended 1-dimensional molecules, such as the

glycine or alanine peptide chains. This is due to linear scaling of the PNO-LMP2 as well

as better overall parallelization of the correlation calculation. However, for molecules with
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a 2- or 3-dimensional structures, the HF and LMP2 times become more comparable. Also

when explicitly correlated (F12) terms are included21 or higher-order methods such as PNO-

LCCD20 are applied, the balance between the computational effort for the HF and correlation

calculations becomes better.

In the LDF-HF calculation the exchange matrix is computed as a sum of orbital contributions,

Kµν =
∑occ

i (µi|νi). The range of indices µ, ν for each i can be restricted to so-called

AO domains, since the integrals (µi|νi) decay exponentally with the distance between the

localized orbital φi and the basis functions χµ or χν . However, it has turned out that these

domains have to be unexpectedly large in order to obtain accurate orbitals and energies. This

also means that linear scaling is only obtained for rather large molecular sizes. But even

without exploiting the sparsity of the LMO coefficient matrix and with full AO domains,

significant savings are achieved by the local fitting. The scaling of the exchange matrix

calculation is then between quadratic and cubic with molecular size, with a small prefactor

for the cubic contribution.

In order to obtain accurate LDF-HF energies we recalculate the energy without any local

approximations after convergence of the HF iterations. This improves the accuracy of the

energy by several orders of magnitude.

A limitation of our current program is that the integral screening strongly suffers if diffuse

basis functions are included. Further improvements are necessary to alleviate this problem,

for example by treating diffuse functions in separate basis function blocks.
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